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-FACTS FOR BETTER MARKETING OF A PROGRESSIVE HOSPITAL
As little as tan years ago, a discussion of hospital marketing
I

would hav'e been nearly impossible.

Prior to the 1970s, only the most

casual sort of marketing was being done in the health care field;
in the pa.st decade, however, several forces have combined to make
hospitals recognize that their success, and even their survival, may
depend

OIl.

effective marketing.

Hospitals have started to investigate

and to use many of the same marketing principles long used successfully
by business and industry.
The following three-part analysis seeks to provide an understanding of hospi tal marketing as it exists today and to use a case
study to demonstrate how a hospital can formulate a marketing plan
aimed at a particular market segment.

Part one gives an overview of

hospital marketing and explores principles a hospital can use in
implementing a marketing program.

The second part presents research

data and analysis for the case study, focusing on consumer aatisfactiondissatisfaction wi th the qual! ty of hospital care.

The third part

utilizes information presented in the previous sections to develop
a marketing plan aimed at consumers dissatified with the quality of
prior hospital care.

AN' OVERVIEW OF HOSPITAL MARKETING

:?ART ONE:

Purpose of part one:

To

provide a general understanding of hospi tal

marketing by exploring what marketing is, why hospitals need marketing,
some ways hospitals currently use marketing and basic principles
hospitals can use wqen implementing a marketing program.

Before beginning a discussion of hospi tal marketing, it is
important to first gain an understanding of what marketing means.
One definition of marketing was expressed by Philip Kotler,
Ph.D., the T. Harold Martin Professor of Marketing, J. L. Kellogg
Graduate School of Management.

He says:

"Marketing is the analysis, planning, implementation
and I;:ontrol of carefully formulated progrcUns to bring about
volw1tary exchanges of values with target markets for the
pur~)se of achieving organizational objectives.
It relies
heavily on designing the organization's offering in terms
of the target market's needs and desires, and on using
effel::tive priCing, cOlllDlunications and distribution to infona,
motivate and service the markets. 1
To

put it simply, marketing tries to orient the organization to

the needs and wants of target markets (customers) it seeks to serve.

2

The basis underlying marketing is an exchange relationship where
the target market knows it is getting something in return for what it
gives.

TI1is means that marketing is far broader in scope that the

selling

tf~chniques

many organiza tions refer to as marketing.

"Selling"

implies that the consumers must be persuaded through promotion that
1.
Ke~~eth G. ~re3ter, Donald Giller, James McHaney, and Shawn
Raintree, Report and Recocmenda~ions from the Task Force of the American
30ciety rC):." Hospital Public Pelations, ?2 July 1982, p. 4.
2. Hicharri S. Irel.::.nd, ":;si.ng Marketing Strn.tegies to Put Hospi tals
on rarget,," Hospitals, J ....ne ~9·f7f p. 4.
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they want a good or service the company produces.

"Marketing" means

that the c)rganization knows the customers' wants and needs, develops
products to meet these wants and needs, and communicates information
about the:3e products to customers.

In the words of Robert MacStravic,

Ph. D., th,e author of Marketing Heal th Care, "You can't change people's
behavior toward you by telling them what you want them to believe about
you; you ;~ve to be what you want them to believe. "3
Befo~e

an exchange can be transacted and managed, the marketer

needs to learn as much as possible about the group or individual with
whom the exchange is to be made.
referred to as targets.

These groups or individuals are

Marketing seeks to detenaine targets, learn

about the:m through research, assess them and apply proper strategies
to deal with them.
The resul t of this should be astra tegic market plant which is
actually the "carefully formulated program" referred to in the definition of marketing given earlier.

A strategic market plan provides a

method or series of maneuvers that will be used to accomplish the
organization's objective(s).
specific purposes.

It is aimed at specific targets for

This plan is the written expression of exactly

what steps the organization will take during the period covered by
the plan.

It describes the targets at which the strategies will be

aimed, which strategies will be used, when they will be used, what
tools will be needed

~nd

how the strategies will be evaluated.

strategic marketing planning will be discussed in more depth
later in this section.

-

3. "Hospi tals learn marketing techniques,"
Relations, June 1978, p. 1.

Hospl tal Public
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The concept of marketing has long been recognized and used by
many businesses; until recently, however, hospital administrators and
boards have tended to regard marketing as something that was unneeded,
unprofessional or unethical for the health care field. 4 Why have
hospi tal::1 suddenly become interested in marketing?

The answer seems

to lie in the fact that hospital costs are outpacing revenues due to
a combination of new patterns of health care delivery, increasing
governmental regulation and reductions in third party reimbursement.
The first of these problems facing hospitals is significant external competition due to new forms of health care delivery.

Many

physicians are offering hospital-type services in their own offices,
underselling hospitals

because of the lower overhead costs.

Advances

in drug therapy and technology (in the area of kidney dialysis for
example) have made it possible for many patients to receive care
wi thout 'being hospi talized for long periods of time.

Pri va te out-

patient c:linics such as one-day surgery centers and freestanding
emergency rooms are attracting patients who would have, in the past,
gone to a. hospi tal.
All of these new forms of health care threaten to reduce use of
the hospital's inpatient services, because they substitute outpatient
care for inpatient care.
declin~

.!

Blue Cross study reported an 18.6 percent

in inpatient days of care and a 137.6 percent increase in

outpatient visit~ amo!'lg Blue Cross subscribers between 1968 and 1979. 5

-

4. Richard E. Mcronald, "l'he Health Care Industry Discovers
Broadcasting," 3roadcasting, 20 Spptember '982, p. ~8.
5. Jeff C. :;oldsmi th, "T'r.e Eeal th Care Mark~t: Can Hospi tala
3urvi ve?" darvard B113inef.'3 ;~e·... 5ew, September-October 1980, p. 102.
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Ano·ther problem facing hospi tals is increasing governmental
regulation.

The federal government, concerned by rapidly escalating

heal th care spending, is making the hospi tal industry one of the
nation's most heavily regulated industries.

New York hospitals

alone spend. more than $1 billion per year coping with government
regul

.

at~ons.

6

Many of these regulations, contrary to the government's stated
intention of minimizing the liSe of hospital services, actually put
pressure on hospital managers to maintain or increase levels of hospital
use.

For example, the 1971 National Guidelines for Health Planning

set a talc-get occupancy rate of 80 percent for all non-federal, acute
care hospitals in the United States.

Many states use target rates of

85 percellt or 90 percent in an attempt to reduce excess bed capacity
and restrict hospital growth. 7
Since health facilities must get

appro~dl

from state health

departmeJlts before proceeding with building programs, this creates
tremendol~

incentives for hospitals to compete for patients to meet

the occupancy standards.
to

refust~

Continued cost pressures may cause states

hospitals permission to reno va te and eq uip themselves unless

they meet high occupancy standards, according to the director of health
planning at the University of Chicago Medical Center.

"Hospitals

that do not meet these standards would then have difficulty keeping
up with ehanges in medical technology, altering their mix of services,
and recrui ting or retdining medical staffs, It he said.

-

6.
7.
8.

~.

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Hospitals are also facing problems caused by third party reimbursement.

Over 70 percent of hospitals' customers do not pay for

hosp! ta.l services themselves;

payment is made by third parties such

as pri v'a te insurance compani es; Medi care, the government heal th plan
for the elderly; or Medicaid, the government health plan for the poor.9
These third parties do not use the services themselves, but they tell
hospitals how much they will pay, when they will pay and under what
conditions they will pay.
A large number of the patients hospitals treat are covered by
In fact, the proportion of patients over age 65 (those
10
covered by Medicare) increased 23 percent from 1974 to 1981.
These

Medicar,e.

elderly patients tend to require more extensive and expensive care
than the young, but Medicare pays, on the average, less than hospitals
claim

i~;

cos ts to care for them.

I t 'lias es tima ted by the Heal th

Insuran<:e Institute of America that in 1981 the nation's hospi tals
sustainEld a $5 billion revenue shortfall from Medicare and Medicaid.
This deficit is usually made up by raising costs to private
insurance companies and to people who pay their own bills; however,
private insurers are beginning to fight these extra costs.

Also,

the federal government is encouraging insurers to shop for the least
expensive hospital when providing health care in an attempt to keep
costs down.

-

.

9. Theodore R. 'I'yson, "Tyson: Hospi tals Need Marketing Help,"
Adverti3ing Age, 13 FebruarJ 1978, p. 65.
10. Michael 'Naldholz, ".-)cme Hospitals are Entering ~iverse
Rusiness'=3, Often Unrela tei to Medicine, to Offset Losses," The
'Ni:ill Str,~et Journ:.l, 12 August 1981.
l' •

Ibirl •

11
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All of these problems -- new patterns of health care delivery,
increasir~

regulation and difficulties with third party reimbursement

are fonru.ng competitive pressures that many health care professionals
say will force 20 percent of the nation's hospitals out of business
during the 1980s.
increasil~ly

12

Recognizing this fact, many hospitals are growing

consumer-oriented as a means of survival.

This is why

many hospitals have become interested in business marketing techniques.
A hospital is a business and like most businesses, can benefit
from marketing; however, marketing is not a cure-all for hospitals.
Richard G. Ireland, who conducts marketing workshops throughout the
United states, contends that given the great number and scope of
regulatit)ns hospi tals are subject to, the pressure for a national
health plan, and the involvement of third party payers, a true market
orientation is probably not possible. 13
Ireland goes on to 3ay that, although marketing is not a cure-all,
the proper application of marketing techniques can make a significant
contribution.

He says marketing can, "help a hospi tal make maximum

use of all its resources in delivering the kind of health care patients
need and want and in developing the kinds of programs and services
that will attract and retain needed medical and supportive staff.,,14
He also says marketing can help a hospital "to remain competitive, to
optimize resources and to provide the right services at the right
place at the right price and at the right time.,,15
12.

-

13.
14.

15.

McDonald, oPe cit., p. 18.
Ireland, Ope cit., p. 4.
Ibid., pp. 4-5.
Ibid •• p. 5.
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Hospitals recently have started to recognize these potential
benefits of marketing, and they have begun to research and to use
marketil'lB' techniques.

As of 1979, only 10 percent of the na tion t s

hospitals had formal marketing programs, but a great many more were
in the pI'ocess of developing programs or were using

~

marketing

techniques under the direction of a public relations department or
stra tegic planning commi t tee. 16

The Wall street Journal referred

to this t.rend as Ita bold, new marketing thrust by U.S. hosPitalselt 17
The shift to consumer-based marketing can perhaps best be seen
in the areas of promotion and diversitication of services.

These

are techr.dques some hospitals are using as parts of their marketing
plans.
The first of these -- promotion -- is not actually new for
hospi tals:.

Several hospi tals have used forms of both free and paid

advertising for years to inform the public of their services and
their role in the community.

What is new is that the use of promotion

and inteI'est in promotion is increasing rapidly in the industry and
is becoming more competitive.

Hospitals are finding more and more

wa.ys to promote themselves to their markets.
Reca'gnizing this trend, the AIIIerican Hospital Association (AHA)
has issued standards for responsible use of promotion by hospitals.
The guidelines attempt to provide some direction so hospitals

c~n

avoid the old argument of whether it is ethical for hospitals to promote them.sel ves.

Many cri tics a.rgue that it is unethical to use patient

dollars for promotion, because (they claim) it drives up hospi tal costs.

-

16. Leo J. ,-::hapiro and Dwight Bohmbach, "Health Industry Learns
to Better Serve:::onsumer," .A.dvertising Age, 5 ~ovember 1979, section 2.
~7.
Ibid.
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The AHA counters such charges by saying, "advertising that has as its
goal a better informed public or improved patient care is always
acceptable -- if it is consistent with acceptable content as outlined
in these guidelines. ,,18
The guidelines warn against political advertising, comparative
reference-s to other organizations, and claims for performance or
promotion of individual physicians.
promotior~l

They discourage extremely aggressive

techniques, but they still allow hospitals many options

in promoting services.

Here are some examples of ways hospi tals have

used promotion and stayed wi thin the AHA guidelines:
Michael Reese Hospital and Medical Center in Chicago

•

arranged with local utility and insurance companies to inc:lude hospital health education brochures in their billings.
1~e

brochures discussed medical problems such as stress,

fwoking and hypertension.

They included suggestions about

,{hen it would be wise to get medical attention and referred
the reader to the appropriate department at the hospital.
This approach did not directly solicit business, but it
did seek to stimulate patient inquiries.

It also provided

health education and community service, which is strongly
fmcouraged by the AHA guidelines and is difficul t for even
opponents of hospital advertising to criticize.
Northwestern Memorial Hospital in Chicago developed a
di::-ect pa.tient inluiry line.

-

A registered nurse responded to

ea:lers who asked about medical problems, 3.nd she referred them
18.

Goldsmith,

OPe

cit., pp.

~08-109.

'0

-

to specialists on the hospital's staff.

The caller was then

:3ent follow-up literature promoting specialty sections of the
hospital.
•

Good Samaritan Medical Center in Milwaukee sponsored a
syndicated

~levision

series on health care.

The

Medic~l

Genter then put up sponsorship billboards and used commercial
time in the series to air spots highlighting the hospital's
:3ervices.

Hospital occupancy increased 15 percent in the first

year of the programming.1 9
•

Sunrise Hospital Medical Center of Las Vegas offered a
l~editerranean

cruise to encourage patients to choose to be

admitted on the weekend.

Names of all weekend admissions

·.,ere placed in a bowl and a winner drawn each week for a
l"iedi terranean cruise for two.
This approach was controversial, but it did conform to
AHA guidelines by attempting "to assist the public in maintaining heal th and in the appropriate

use

of hospital services. ,,20

Traditionally, hospital occupancy is lowest on the weekend.
By encourdging weekend admissions, a hospital can better
balance the workload, better use facilities and help keep
costs down.
•

Many hospitals are using Sunday advertising supplements in
local papers to explain services or observe special occasions.

19.
20.
2cspital

McDonald, Ope cit., p. 18.
Kenneth G. Trester, "An Informed Look at Hospi tal A.dvertising,"
~~blic ~elations, December 1978, p. 4.
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Some hospitals are obtaining space and time in community

•

media by engaging in public accountability advertising.
~or

example, a hospital can publish a report of quarterly

operations on patient care, financial position, medical staff
and service to the community.
Hospi tals are not legally bound to conform to the AHA guidelines;
those thc:Lt do not, however, usually increase their risk of facing
charges that they are driving up hospital costs with no benefit to
the publi.c.

Third party reimbursers, in particular, pay close atten-

tion to how hospitals use promotion.

If the promotion seeks only to

increase use of hospital facilities, many third party payers will
deduct the promotional costs from their reimbursement of the hospital.

-

On the other hand, if promotion provides health education or helps the
public make appropriate use of hospital services, third party payers
are less likely to object.

21

In a.ddi tion to promotion, some hospitals are using di versifica tion
of services as a marketing technique.

These hospitals usually perform

market research to determine what new services will help them better
meet the needs of the markets they serve.

In many cases, new services

can create new markets for the hospitals.
Some examples of new service ideas hospitals are using are as
follows:
Several hospitals offer outpatient surgery (sometimes
referred to as s:",me-day surgery).

With this program, a patient

can some in the morning for surgery, recuperate during the rhy

21.

Ibid., p.

5.
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and go home in the evening.

This program not only saves the

patient the cost of extra hospitalization, but many patients
prefer it because it is more convenient that spending several
days in the hospital.

It may be of particular benefit to

hospi tals with long waiting lists for elective surgery.
Sunrise Hospital in Las Vegas offers a 24-hour drive-up

•

pharmacy that also includes home delivery.
St. Vincent Hospital and Medical Center of Toledo, Ohio
o,ffers an infant enrichment program for teenaged mothers.
st. Luke's Hospital Medical Center in Phoenix, Arizona

•
t~s

a Pain and Stress Reduction Center to help residents cope

~ith

•

pain and stress.
Personnel from Denver General Hospital and Colorado

General Hospitals are teaching emergency first aid courses to
airport personnel to improve airport safety and medical
c.apabili ties •
.U ta Bates Hospi tal in Berkeley, r-alifornia set up a
holding company that owns a chain of seven nursing homes,
provides hospice care for terminal patients and operates a
sports-medicine clinic.
A hospital in ':"owa developed a fleet of limousines that
.,Quld

-

{SO

to :J.ny location in the state to bring patients to t!:e

t.ospi t~l.rr.is helped the hospi tr.l.l serve a wider geographical
area

(~nlarge

its market).

-

These are but a few examples to show ho·... hospi tals can diversify
to better meet community needs and to help themselves in the process.
By diverslifying, two

things can be accomplished according to Jeff C.

Goldsmi th, the director of health planning at the University of Chicago
Medical Genter.

First, the broader mix of services generates revenue

tha t doe::1 not depend directly on inpatient use of the hospi tal.

Second,

they build pathways that ultimately can bring in additionallnpatients.
Goldsmith adds, "The

expa.nsi~n

and diversification of outpatient services

hold the key to a hospital's future financial solvency."

22

The two marketing techniques discussed above -- promotion and
diversification of services -

are by no means the only techniques

being USEld by hospitals; they are just two of the most common, and they
have been used here to demonstrate some of the ways hospi tals are

-

using marketing.
The problem these hospi tals face is determining hOll to use marketing pl:operly.
marketi~r

A 1982 servey of 10 leading experts in heal th care

concluded that hospitals typically do not understand mar-

keting and do not always use it properly; however, the same survey
projected that external forces will eventually cause hospitals to
develop more sophisticated management to survive, and marketing, "in an
appropriate form, will then gradually emerge. ,,23
What is the "appropriate form" of marketing?

Hospitals face

different political and ethical consider-ci tio!'lS than mOf;t businesses do,
the style of marketing in hospitals must be somewhat different from

30
i.

22.
23.
?aintree t
Hospital

<

Goldsmith, OPe cit., p. 111.
Kenneth G. Trester, Donald Giller, James McHaney, and Shawn
Research Report, Marketing Task Force, American Society for
Public Relations, 22 July 1982, p. 3.
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that in business and industry; however, there are some principles a
hospital can use to implement and utilize a marketing program.

Some

of the areas hospitals interested in marketing should understand are
the level at which marketing should be placed in the organization, the
qualifications a marketing director should have, important differences
in the practice of marketing in business and in hospitals, and the
process of strategic marketing planning.
The level at which marketing is placed in the organiza tion is one
of the f:lrst items on which the hospi tal adJlinistra tion must decide.
Most hospi tals that currently use marketing have it positioned as a
middl~~ment

staff function; however, leading experts in the field

contend that marketing should be a top-level line function, reporting
directly to the chief executive officer. 24

They say that when mar-

keting i.9 placed at a staff level (such as a departllent head), it is
generall;,. identified with research or planning or sales, rather than
encompassing all of these and more. 25
Although no one model can work for all hospitals, a successful
structure will usually place marketing at the senior management level
in charge of market research, strategic planning, product development,
product promotion and evaluation.
Once it is decided where marketing is to fit in the organizational
structure, a person must be chosen to direct the marketing effort.
Currently, hospitals tend to place public relations practitioners or
planners already on their staffs into that position.
work

-

'1ui te

24.
25.

Although this may

will in some cases, experts say it is usually preferable to
Ibid.
Ibid.
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choose someone specially trained in marketing, with a background in
planning, finance, product strategies, research and communications. 26
That hospitals do not currently do so is a result of the way they
misunderstand marketing.

As they learn more about the proper use of

marketing and lIove toward more sophisticated techniques, it is likely
hospitals will look toward marketers with formal academic training in
the field. 27
Inadditon to this formel training, a successful hospital marketing
director should:
•

Bave some knowledge of the organization or be given tiae
and resources to gain that knowledge.

•

Be

able to co.aand the respect of the administrators, the

"board and the physicians.

.Be able to deal with a vide range of internal and external
publics.
Sin,ce hospital llarlceting is a relatively nev field, finding the
right pe:rson qualified to do the job for a particular hospital aaay take
some time; nevertheless, the right person must be found, because without
proper direction and a thorough understanding of marketing, the entire
marketing program viII probably fail.
The next topic which should be understood before embarking on a
hospital marketing program is the difference in the practice of
marketi~s

-

26.
27.

in business and tl'E practice of marketing in hospitals.

Ibid., p. 2.

lli.!!.

-

One important difference is that while business promotion focuses
more directly on selling to the customer, hospital promotion must
take inte) consideration the system of referral that brings in many of
the patients (customers).
other

p~rsicians

Physicians and agencies refer patients to

and agencies and finally to hospitals.

The following

diagram, shown in an article appearing in Hospi tals magazine in June
of 1977, shows the systems of hospital referral:

......
,

AMBULATORY CARE
Clinics

)

I Physicians ~ !-

-

-

:::.
iji~feit-

"

28

L~

I

~I PhysiCians ~

,~

Emergency Dept.

,~

ACUTE CARE

11. Social Agencies

"
~

...

Rehabilitation
agencies

-

~

EXTENDED CARE I~
Nursing Care
Convalescent care
Rehabilitation

It-

Rehabilitation
~Agencles

./

"

As can be seen from the above diagram, a wise hospital marketer
must appt:!al to many more groups than just patients.

-

In recognition of

the fact that physicians and agencies often refer patients to the
28.

Ireland,

OPe

cit., p. 5.
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hospital, the hospital marketer should make these groups target markets
also.
Another difference separating business marketing from hospital
marketing is that hospital service delivery involves admitting clerks,
nurses, technicians, physicians and supportive personnel.
people influence patient satisfaction.

All of these

In business, the salesman is

the company's primary agent.
Hoapi tals usually sell .services instead of goods, and this is
another difference hospital marketers must consider.

Since services

are inta.ngible, the potential buyer cannot see or feel thea in advance.
The seller must provide the potential buyer with a perception of the
service, so the buyer can oonceptualize the service and its benefits.
The intangibility of services increases the need for effective two-way
communica tion.
Oth.er differences to be taken into consideration are the involvement of third party payers (Who may refuse reillbursement for "unethical"
promotion), the great number of government regulations to which hosptials are subject, and the generally poor public image of hospitals
due to high health care costs.
The differences mentioned above do not mean hospitals cannot use
business marketing techniques.

It only means that some adaptations

may have to be made to use these techniques with the greatest success.
Adaptations will depend on each hospital's particular situation.
Another area (and a very important one) hospitals interested in
marketing must understand is the process of stra tegic marketing planning.

-

This is the process by which the organization develops a method of series
of maneuvers to accomplish the organization's objective(s).

18
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Stra.tegic marketing planning will usually produce a strategic
marketine!: plan, a wri tten document that formalizes the process.
a plan prevents a haphazard approach to marketing.

Such

It gives a step-by-

step desc:ription of what the organization will do during the time period
covered 1:)y the plan.

It is aimed at specific targets for specific

purposes t , and it details what will be done to offer the right product
at the dght time in the right place with the right promotion.
Marketing plans vary greatly.
Some

COVE~r

Some are long, and some are short.

long periods of time, and some cover short periods of time.

What plans have in cOlllllon is that they should all reflect the marketing
obj ecti VEtS of the organization.
Accc)Xuing to the authors of Marketing Health &: Human Services,
an orgaru.zation should not develop a master marketing plan for its

aggregatE~ of targets, programs and services. 29 This is because the
marketer cannot expect to develop strategies that will be effective
with all targets and for all purposes.

Remember, a marketing plan is

aimed at specific targets for specific purposes.

This indicates that,

in genercLI, a separate plan should be developed for each service or
group of services.
StrcLtegic marketing planning is not a simple task, and no one
plan will work for every hospital; however, there are several basic
steps

th.~

marketer can take to develop the strategic plan tha twill

work best for his or her particular hospital.
Bef()re describing these steps, it should be sta ted that any
hospital marketing program must begin with a commitment from the

-

29.

Robert Rubright and Lan MacDonald f Marketing I-feal th .~ :-fwnan
Services, (~ockvillet i"laryland: Aspen 3ystems Corporation, 198' ), p. "183.
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administration to invest a specific amount of money and resources to
optimize the

h~spital's

ability to meet the needs and wants of its

market segments.
One very important step in the marketing process is research.
Full

resE~arch

should include a definition of the nature of the

hospi tall's purpose and o rgani za ti on, a historical audi t of records to
determine utilization and trends, community surveys, surveys of key
hospital personnel, an attitudes and needs
recent

~Ltients

survey of a sample of

and staff, positiOning surveys to determine the

hospital'l s image and where the hospital stands in relation to other
health

~lre

facilities in the community, analysis of promotional tools

that m87 be used and their effectiveness with various publics, and
a detailed study of the hospital's

co~etition.

A ~lrket audit is an important part of the research step.

Such

an audit examines all the services of the hospital and how they are
received. by users.

It examines how and why the hospital gets patients

(the referral network) and what' features appeal to pa tiert s and
referrer:3.

It also looks at everyone the hospi tal does bnainess wi th

and at the competition.
The marketer should recognize that research will be used throughout the lnarketing process.

Although reserch is a step unto itself,

it also 'liill be a part of other steps in the process.

For example,

the evaluation step will require research to determine how effective
the marketing strategy has been.

One of the most important attri-

butes of an effective marketer is a thorough understanding of

-

~nother

resear~h.

step in the marketing process is to analyze research

results, examine market potentials and draw up possible

go~ls.

A

20
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goal may be defined as "a general statment of broad direction or intent
wi th no time limit. 1t30

Examples of goals would be "to establish the

hospital as a major referral center for the state" or "to increase
communi ty awareness of services."

There may be several classes of

goals, such as primary goals, secondary goals and so on.

The achieve-

ment of a. primary goal may depend on the achievement of several
secondar)' goals first, and the achievement of each secondary goal
may depend on achieving a thi-rd level of goals.

The marketing

manager c'r administrator must structure the goals into some kind of
meaningful order and assign priority to each one.
Targeting is another step in the marketing process and is the step
tha t marks the true beginning of strategic marketing planning.

Tar-

geting means identifying individuals or groups with special characteristics and with whom the hospital wants to perfonn exchanges.
helps establish which targets will be worthwhile to pursue.

Research
Examples

of targets for hospitals would be patients, employees, physicians,
third-party payers and contributors.
Afte~l"

targets are selected, each target can be specifically

researche'd to help determine its attitudes, behavior, characteristics
and so on.
Next the marketer must set up objectives.

Objectives are results

to be acr.ieved that will help accomplish an organizational goal.

They

are usually stated in measurable terms and have a specified amount
of time for completion.
placement of feature

-

30.

Examples of objectives would be "to incre<""se

~rticlea

about the hoarital in community newspapers

Rubright and MacDonald,

OPe

cit., p. 26.
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pe~rcent

over the next 12 lIonths" or "to maintain a constant

occupancy (range of 10 percent) for at least 40 of the next 52 weeks."
Objectives, like goals, will usually fall into several classes.
To accolI,plish a marketing goal, the marketer should break up the

primary objectives into several subobjectives (tasks) and assign
specific parts to the appropriate levels of the organization.

The

marketing director will synchronize the actions of all these levels.
Setting strategies is a_ major part of strategic planning.
Strategies are action steps taken to reach target markets and fulfill
marketing goals and objectives.

There are four general strategies

(specific strategies will need to be established for each objective)
that can be used:

1) market penetration -

serving IIOre people in the

areas currently served: 2) market developaent -- offering services to
new markets; 3) product development -- improving present services;
and 4) diversification -- creating new services.
Next the hospital marketer must establish priorities and draw
up a strategic marketing plan that takes into account the goals of the
hospital.
a year.
more.

The plan will cover a specific period of time, most commonly
Long-range plans will cover periods of five or ten years or

Plans should include policies, specific objectives, specific

strategies, programs, schedules, possible problems and how to overcome
them, organization and assignments, budgets, resource allocations,
and evaluation procedures.

The plan must then be implemented using a specific calendar of
who will do what and when.
Evaluation is the final step in
~e

str~tegic

marketing planning.

marketer should review each step taken so far and evaluate what

22
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has been achieved at what cost with what benefits.

Adjustments can

be made, new strategies added and poor ones discarded, new targets
named and so on.
It :,hould be recognized that the steps in the marketing process

discussed above are only a general outline of the approach the mal'•
keter should take. The steps do not necessarily have to be accomplished
in the glven order, but they should all be done at some time.

Each

individwLl hospital must selebt the specific process and programs
that are right for that hospital.
It flhould also be recognized that marketing is not a static
process.

FOr example, although evaluation was described as the final

step in the marketing process, ti actually becomes the first step
in concelving new plans and updating old ones.

Marketers must research,

evaluate. and update periodically to insure that the hospital keeps
up wi th changes in its envirollllent.
Marketing is by no means a simple, easily understood entity.
The goal of this first part of the three-part analysis has been to
increase the reader's understanding of hospital marketing by providing
an overview of the field.

Parts two and three will present a case

study to demonstrate how a hospital can formulate a strategic mal'keting plan aimed at a particular market segment.

It is hoped that

this case study will serve to clarigy some of the points madein part
one and further increase the reader's understanding of the practice of
hospital marketing.

-
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PART TwO:

Purpose 4)f part two:

RESEARCH FINDINGS

fro provide data and analysis for a case study

that foc'L1ses on consumer satisfaction-dissa tishctio'1 wi th hospital
care.

This information will be used in part three to develop a strategic

marketing plan aimed at consumers currently dissatisfied with the
qualit7 of hospital care.

The first step in developing any strategic marketing plan is
research.

The data and analysis in part two comprise the research

findinge on whioh the marketing plan in part three will be based.
The information vas gathered in a health care services surve7 conduoted
in October 1982 in a midwestern cOIDIRunit7 with population 75,00<>-100,000.
Three hundred and nine households, selected at random using a computer
generatEld list, were surve7ed.

Respondents were asked questions

designeell to indicate their overall satisfaction with health oare.
TheY' thEtn answered. questions designed to indicate whioh factors and
characteristics of consumers might have a bearing on their overall
satisfaction with health care.
It should be understood that such a survey is by no means· the on17
researc}l that should be conducted. by a hospital ready to develop a
strateglc marketing plan; however, for purposes of this project, the
informaUon gathered in the survey w11l suffice.
of all

1~he

For an understanding

research that needs to be done in an actual situation,

refer to part one of this paper.
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RESULTS FROM OCTOBER 1982 HEALTH CARE SERVICES SURVEY

NOTES:
1.

The target market will be defined as consumers in this

particular community who are currently dissatisfied with the
quality of care

they or members of their families have received

in hospitals over the 12 months preceding the survey.
2.

The population will be defined as households in the community

in which the survey vas conducted.

It will be &Bsumed the sample

(households actually surveyed) is representative of the population.

3.

In reporting survey results, only valid N will be included.

Pezeentages given will exclude respondents who answered "No
Opinion" or to whom the question was not applicable.

The

number of valid N will be stated for each question.

4.

Percentages given will be rounded to the nearest whole

percentage.

5.

The percentages giTen for consumers dissatisfied with hospital

care will include respondents who indicated they were "somewhat
dissatisfied" and those who indicated they were "very dissatisfied"
with the quality of care received in hospitals.

This is because

thEt target market includes all consumers dissatisfied wi th
hOflpi tal care, so there is actually no reason to differentiate
levels of dissatisfaction

-

in this category.
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Behavior Characteristics and Demographic Characteristics of Survey
Respondents:
A. ma.rketer evaluating a survey should always examine the

behavioral and demographic characteristics of the survey respondents
to insure! that all types of opinions are represented in the survey.
This part.icular heaLth care services survey was answered by 309
respondents with the following behavioral and demographic characteristics:

*****************************- - • - - - - -****
BEHAVIOR
1.

NumbE!r of times different members of family 11ving at home visited
a physician in the past 12 IIOnths
None:

3:

41%

4 - 7:

26%

8 or lIlore:

24%

1 -

2.

Number of tillles different members of family living at home were
treated as inpatients or outpatients in a hospital during the past
12 months
None:

42%

One:

30%

3:

18%

4 or lIlore:

10%

2 -

3.

996

Does respondent' s family have health insurance provided by an
emplc'yer?
Yes:

7~

No:

28%

****************************************~
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*****************************************
DEMOGRAPHI CS
1•

NumbE!r of immediate family members now living a t home
One:

21%

Two:

35%
20.5%
16%
6%
1%

Three:
Four:

Five:
Six:

2.

Seven:

0';6

Eight:

.5%

Age c:a tegory of respondent

21 - 29:
30 - 39:

40 - 54:
55 or older:

29%

23%
13%
35%

HighE!St level of school completed by respondent
Some high school or less:
High school graduate:

17%

Some college:

28%

College graduate:

2296

33%

Income for total household last year before taxes

5.

-

6.

Less than $10,000:

2496

110,000 - 19,999:
$20,000 - 29,999:
$30,000 or over:

3Q}6

25%
21%

Live north or south of X street (main east-.... est street of wwn)
~orth:

5Z~

South:

48%

Live east or .... est of Y street (main north-south street of town)
East:
',.jest:

4'~

59/t

************~**.~***********************
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SURVEY RESULTS

The first survey result the reader should be informed about is
the measurement of satisfaction with hospitals, which indicates the
size of c,ur target market.

In the survey of 309 households, respondents

were

askE~d

to indicate their overall satisfaction with the qual! ty of

care

givE~n

during hospital treatment over the last 12 months for

themselvE!s or member of their respective families.

The results were

as follows:
Sa. tisfaction wi th Hospi tal Care (Measurement of Target Market)

Valid N

=:

193

Very
Satisfied

'!'he responses to this ,:} uestion indica. ted the percentage of survey
respondents that were dissatisfied

with hospital care, which helps

the markE!ter by demonstrating how large the target market of diss;:, tisfied comlumers is.

Research shows that a h09pi tal marketer in this

communi ty can expect to find

CI.

target market encompas3ing d.pproxima t .. :.y
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20 perce-nt of the popula Hon, a target sufficiently large for a hospi tal
to pursue.
The next thing to do is to test several groups of variables
that are- thought to be related to or to be indicators of satisfaction
with hospitals.

The variables tested by the survey are listed below

under the appropriate groupings.
Measurements of Satisfaction

•

Satisfaction with

•

Satisfaction with the quality of care given by doctors in
general

t~ ~uality

of care given by the family doctor

Characteristics people USe to choose a DOctor

,-

•

Recommendation by friends or family

•

Recommendation by other physician or hospital staff

•

Amount the doctor charges

•

Takes time to answer questions

•

Convenience of the office location

•

Stays on appointment schedule

•

Office is open evenings and weekends

•

Up to date on current medical techniques

Attitudes (Level of Agreement with the Following Statements)

•

Many physician today do not satisfy the nneds of their patients.

•

My faith in hospitals has gone down in the past two years.

•

I think hospitals should offer special preventive health care
programs such as diet workshops, stop smoking programs, etc.

find it hard to get an appointment with a doctor when I
need one.

I

•

It would be nice to have :In independent consumer rating service

for haspi ta13.
Hospi tals sr:ould .. dvertise their services and r::, tes.
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Attitudes (cont.)
should advertise their services and rates.

•

I~ctors

•

I like to read articles or ....atch TV programs ....hich deal with
I:ltaying fit and preventing illness.

•

It often takes too long to learn test results from hospitals.

•

Heal th care costs are too high.

•

The government should offer a national health insurance policy.

•

Hospitals don't try to keep costs do ....n.

•

1~e

majority of doctors are overpaid.

I find myself not going to the doctor sometimes because costs
are too high.

•

Hospital costs seem to be rising for no real reason.

•

I often feel overwhelmed or intimidated in hospitals.

•

1~o

many people who work in hospitals forget patients are

human.

•

It's hard to get a satisfactory answer ....hen you ask a r.uestion
In a hospital.

•

Hospi tal bills are difficul t to read and understand.

•

People who have health insurance at work should pay a greater
share of the costs for that insurance.

Behavior
•

~rumber of times in the past 12 months the respondent or a member
elf his or her iuunediate family living at home visited a physician.

•

Number of times in the past 12 months the respondent or a member
o,f his or her immediate family living 3.t home was treated in
in a hospital as either an inpatie~ or an outpatient.

•

roes respondent's fGmdly have health insurance provided by
an employer?

Demogl'apr.~

•

~rumber

•

Age

of immediate family members now I i ving

ca tP.gory

:3.

thorne.
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Demographics (cont.)

•

Highest level of school completed

•

Income category

•

Area of town in which the respondent lives

Of these variatlles that were tested, NO

BEa~VIORAL

VARIABLES

AND NO DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES WERE SHOWN TO BE SIGNIFICANTLY

REL..o\~D

TO SATISFACTION WITH HOSPITALS at the .05 level by the chi-square
test of significance.
Several variables in the other categories were shown to be
significant, and these variables will be examined in the remainder
of this section.

Those variables meeting the .05 test are as follows:

Measurements of Satisfaction

•

Satisfaction with the quality of care provided by the
family doctor

•

Satisfaction with the quality of care provided by doctors
in general

~racteristics

People Sometimes Use to Choose a Doctor

•

Recommendation by other physician or hospital staff

•

Takes time to answer Questions

Atti tudes

•

My faith in hospitals has gone down in the past two years.

•

I find it hard to get an appointment with a doctor when
need one.

•

It would be nice to have an independent consumer
service for hospitals.

I

~ting

I often feel overwhelmed or intimidated in hospitals.

-

Too many people who work in hospitals forget patients 0re human.
It's hard to get a satisfactory answer when you
in a ho<>pital.

~lsk 3.

'ues:io:1

-

Now the relationships between these

~O

significant va=iables and

satisfaction with hospitals will be examined.
MEASUREMENTS OF SATISFACTION

One variable in this category that was shown to be significant
was the 'respondent' s satisfaction with his or her fami ly doctor.
Responde:~ts

were asked, "How satisfied are you with the qual! ty of care

given by your family doctor?"

The responses were as follows:

Satisfaction with family Doctor

Valid N :: 286
Soaewhat Dissatisfied

5%
/

\\--

//

SOJllewha t
, Satisfied
I

i

Very dissatisfied

f1-~~, 1%

\\l\{
Very
Satisfied

\

)
f

\

\.

/

''"'hE!n a cross-tabulation ....as run using satisfaction wi th the family
doctor a.s the independent variable and satisfaction-dissatisfaction
.... ith hospitals as the dependent variable, the relationship

-

to be as follows:

w~s

shown
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Relatioru!hip between Satisfaction with Family Doctor and Satisfaction
With Hospitals

100%
100}6

90)6

%
Dissatisfaction 80)6
Wi th Hospi tals
70)6

60)6

50}(;
I

40)6

~

I
30}(;
20}6

10}6

o

33%

I

lI

I

1
_.

Very
Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Soaevhat
Very
Dissatisfied
Satisfied
Satisfied

~t18faction

Valid N :: 182
Signific,U1Ce .. .000
Pearson'a r = .276

With FaaW.y Doctor

*Since the target market consists of
consumers dissatisfied with hospital
care, only these consumers are presented
in the graph above. TO determine the
percentage of consumers in each category
that are satisfied with hospital care,
subtract the percentage of dissatisfied
consumers from 100 percent.
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In 'the cross-tabulation betveen satisfaction vi th the family doctor
and satisfaction v~th hospitals, Pearson's r was calculated to be .276. *

This ind:lcates a positive association betveen the tvo variables.

As

dissatisfaction with the family doctor increases, dissatisfaction with
hospitals also tends to increase.
Another factor indicated to be related to satisfaction with
hospitals was satisfaction vith doctors in general.

Survey respondents

vere asked, "Hov satisf'ied are you with the quality of oare given by

* The Jleasure of association that vi11 be used -throughout this
section is the correlation coeffiaient, which is also known as
Pearson's r.
Pearson's r is a measure of linear association. It measures bow
tightly the points on a scatterplot cluster about a straight line,
which indicates how strongly the two variables are linearly related.
The value of Pearson's r ranges from r a -1 to r a +1, with r being
positive when the association of the two variables is positive
(the line has a positive slope) and being negative vhen the association
is negative (the line has a negative slope).
Correlations near the two extreJIe values of -1 and +1 indicate the
points fall close to a straight line. FOr example, if r a +1, then all
the data points fall exactly on a line having positive slope (as x
increases, y also increaaes). If r a 0, then there is no linear correlation between the two variables. Thus r serves as a Jleasure of
the strength of the association between variable••
The strength of linear association in all cases in this section
can be described as being at best "moderate." This is to be expected,
especially vhen dealing vith a variable as broad as satisfaction wifu
hospitals. Many variables iJipact on satisfaction, so the strength of
any one of them is not likely to be high; however, r is still a useful
statistic in showing vhich x variables do haTe a relatively strong
association with y. These variable will help describe and identify
the target market.
It should be noted that even if r indicates a strong associa~on
betveen variables, this does not necessarily mean that a change in
the x variable causes a change in the y variable. It simply means
that one variable is probably a good predictor of the other. More
testing, analysis and dudgment would be necessary before concluding
that a change in the x variable causes a change in the y variable.

-
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doctors tn general?"

The responses were as follows:

Satisfaction with Doctors in General

Valid N :a 296
Very Dissatisfied

3%

Very
Satisfied

27%
Somewhat Satisfied

-

Wherl a cross-tabulation yas run using satisfaction yith doctors
in general as the independent variable and satisfaction yith hospitals
as the dE!pendent variable, the relationship yas shoyn to be as folloys:
Relationship Betyeen Satisfaction yith Doctors in General and
Satisfaction yith Hospitals

1 ()()%

%

90
Dissatisfaction ld th
80
Hospitals
70

1
I

60
50

...J

-.

50}6

I

!
)

40

-4

30

-

,

20
10

...

o
VerT
Dissa tisfied
Satisfaction yith Doctors in General

-

Valid N z 185
Significance = .000
Pearsonts r = .300

In the cross-tabulation between satisfaction with doctors in
general

~Lnd

satisfaction with hospitals, Pearson's r was calculated

to be .300.
variables.

This indicates a positive association between the two
As dissatisfaction with the faDdly doctor increases,

dissatisfaction with hospitals also tends to increase.
CHARACTERISTICS PlOOPLE

S(J{ETIMES

USE TO CHOOSE A DOCTOR

The next group of variables tested by the SurTey was characteristics people soaett.es use to choose a doctor.

Respandents were

asked to rate each obaraoter1sUo aooording to its 1aportance to th_
personally in selecting a doctor.

'lbe ratings given to two of these

seleotioltl characteristios were IIhowD to be significantl7 rela~ to
satisfaction with hospitals.
The first of these two vas "reoa.aendation by other
or hospital staff."

~c1an

When respondents were asked to rat. this

charaote:ristic aocording to its iaporlaDce to th_ peraeD&llT in
seleotin.g a doctor, the results were as folloVSJ
Importance of Reco_eDda tion by Other Physioian or Hom tal Staff in
Selecting a Doctor
Valid N ,= 299

Very
Important

-

\

Whe:Q across-tabulation was run using the importance of recollDlenda tion b;,

ano ther physician or hospital staff in selecting a doc tor

as the independent variable and satisfaction with hospitals as the
dependent variable, the results were as follows:
Relationship Between Recommendation by Another PhYsician or Hospital
Staff in Selecting d Doctor and Satisfaction with Hospitals

100%
90

96

Dfssat...
istacUen80
with
H08PibJ.-,0

60

,
50
40

54%

t
i

>!

I

I

30

L

20
10

o
Very
Unillportant

Somewhat
Unimportan t

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Importance of Recommendation by other Physician or
Hospital Staff in Selecting a Doctor

-

Valid 1'1 = 187
Significance:: .003
Pearson's r ~ .217

~. t

-

,58

In the crosa-tabulation between the importance of recOllllendation
by another physician or hospital staff in selecting a doctor and
satisfaction with hospitals, Pearson's r was calculated to be .217.
This indicates a posi tift relationship between the two Yariables.
un1aportan.ce
As the
of nco_endation by another ~sioian or hospital

•

staff in selecting a doctor

increases, disSatisfaction with hospitals

te'bds to increase.

Tbe other oharacteristic often used by people in selecting a
doctor aDd whioh vas indicated to be relat. . to aUafacUoll. with
bospi tals was -takes ti." to anaver questioD8. -

Whell aur,.y

respondents were asked to rate this characteristic according to ita
taportaDoe toth. . personally in selecting a doctor, the results

vere as follova:
Iaportanoe of -Takes

Till! to Ansver Questiou- in SeleotiM a Doctor

Valid 11 - 302
'\

Soaewha t Unimportant
4%

Very

Soaewhat
Important

20J'

Very
Important

74%
\
/

-

/

/

..........
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When a cross-tabulation vas run using the illportance of "takes
time to ansver questions" in selecting a doctor as the independent
variable and satisfaction with hospitals as the dependent variable,
the results were as follows:
Rela tionnhip Betweel1' the importance of "Takes Tille to Answer Questions"
In Selecting a Doctor and Satisfaction With Hospitals

10096
90
80

%

Dis8a tisfaction
Wi th Hospi tals

10
60
50

I
I

40

1

}~

30

-

20

-

33%

18%

10

o
very
Unimportant

Somewhat
Unimportant

Somewhat
Important

Very
Important

Importance of "Takes Time to Ansver Questions" in
Selecting a Doctor
Valid Ii ~ 188
Significance = .029
Pearson's r = .134

.

-

-

.
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In the cross-tabulation between the iaportance of "takes time to
answer

q~estions"

in selecting a doctor and satisfaction with hospitals,

Pearson's r was calculated to be .134.

This indicates a positive

relationship between the two variables.

As the uniaportance of "takes

tiae to answer questions" in selecting a doctor increases, dissatisfaction with hospitals also tends to increase.
ATTITUDES

SurveY' respondents were ..next asked to answer a series of

q~estioll8

desiBlled to indicate their attitudes about various health care stateaents.
TheY' were asked to rate each sta t_ent acooniDg to how auch the;y
personall;y agreed or
to

di~

with the stat_ent.

The

ratings given

six of these stat ......ts vere shown to "be related to eatisfaction

wi th heapi tals.
The ;first of these was the stataent, "My faith in hospitals has
BOne down in the past two ;years."

When surY81' respondents were asked

to rate this sta t_nt accord.1nc to how auch they agreed or disagreed

with it, the results were as follows:
Agreement with the Sta taent "My I&i th in Heapi tals II&s Gone Down in the .
Past Two Years"
Valid If

=- 280
/
<,/

//
/'

/1:trong17
"

Disagree
24%

l

\

Strongly
Agree

26%

Somewhat
Disagree
\

\

26%

Somewhat
Agree
24%

\

,

-

Whell a cross-tabulation was run usil18 the strength of the the
agreemen-t vi th the statement "My faith in hospitals has gone down in
the past two years" as the independent variable and uail18 satisfaction
with hospitals as the dependent variable, the results vere as follovs:
Relationship Betvee~ Strength of Agreement with the Statement ~y Faith
In Hospitals Has Gone Down in the Past Two Years" and Satisfaction
With Hospitals

100%
90
80

%

Dissatisfaction 70
With Hospitals

60

50

47%

40

30

20%

20
10

o
Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Agreement with Statement "My Faith in Hospitals has
Gone Down in the Past Two Years
Valid N =: 184
Significance =: .000
Pearson's r =: -.479
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In the cross-tabulation betveen the strength of agre_ent vi th the
state.ent. "My fa! th in hospitals has gone doVll in the past two years"
and

sati~faction

with hospitals, Pearson's r vas calculated to be

-.419.

This indi.cates a negative association betveen the two variables •
.As the di.sagre_ent vi th the statement "My fa! th in hospitals bas gone

dow over the past two years" increases, dissatisfaction vi th hespi tals
tends to decrease.
Another of the attitudes statements that vas show to be related
tc satisfaction vith hospitals vas the stat. .ent, "I find it hard to
get an appointaent with a doctor "hen I need one.·

When sUrYey

respondellts vere asked to rate this stat_ent acccrdina- to hov auch
they agreed or disagreed. with it, the results were as follovs:
Agre.en1' with the stat_ent, "I Find it liard to Get
With a Doctor When I lIeed One"
Valid N ail ,00

i

I

stroncly
Disagree

16%

41%
Soaevbat
Disagree

"

/

-.."

2796

--

----

/

/

aD

Appointaent
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When a cross-tabulation was run using agreement with the statement

"I find it

hard to get an appointment with a doctor when

I need one"

as the independent variable and satisfaction with hospitals as the
dependent variable, the results were as follows:
Relationship Between Agreement with the Statement "I Find it Hard to
Get an Appointment with a Doctor When I Need One" and Satisfaction
Wi th Hosll'i tals

100%
90

%

eo

Dissatisfaction
With Hospitals

-

70

I
60
50

~

~

I
40
30

i-

36%

r!

20

10

o

-

1---_

Strongly
Disagree
Valid N :: 189
Significance:: .000
Pearson's r :: -.218

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

strongly
Agree
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In the cross-tabulation betveen agreement vith the statement "I
find it bard to get an appointment vith a doctor vhen I need one" and
satisfaction vith hospitals, Pearson's r vas calculated to be -.218.
This indicates a negative association betveen the two variables.
As disagreesent vi th the statement "I find it bard to get an appointaent

•

vith a doctor vhen I need one" increases, dissatisfaction vith hospitals
decreases.
Another attitudes sta"-ent that vas indicated to be related to
satisi"aotion vith hospitals vas the stat8lRent, "It would be nice to
have an independent consuaer rating service for bDap! tals. "

When

surve7 respondents vere asked to rate this stat...nt accordiD« to
hoy much tha7 agreed or

-

ci1~eed

vi th it, the results were as follows:

Agre_ec.t vi th the stat_nt, "It Would be Nice to Have
Conslaez Ba tiM Sen-ice i"or Hospi tals ,.,
Valid N - 261

Strong17 Disagree

7%

-==-~---r---

Somevha t Disagree
1~

Strongly
Agree

45%

Somevhat
Agree

aD

Independent
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When a cross-tabulation was run using agreement with the statement,
"It would be nioe to have an independent consumer rating service for
hospitals" as the independent variable and satisfaction with hospitals
as the dependent variable. the results were as follows:
Relationship Betwee~ Agreement with the Statement "It Would be Nice to
Have an Independent Consumer Rating Service for HospitalsHan4 Satisfaction
With Hospitals

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agreement INi th the Statement "It Would be Nice to
Have an Independent Consumer Rating Service For
Hospitals
Valid N = 164
Significance = .050
Pearson's r = -.170
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In the cross-tabulation between agreement with the statement "It
would be nice to have an independent oonsumer ra Ung service for
hospi tals" and sa Usfaction wi th hosp! tals, Pearson' s r was calculated
to be - .• 170.
variables.

'l'his indicates a negative relationship between the two
As disagreeaent with the statement "It would be nice to

have an indepeDdent oonauaer rating service for Mspi tals· increases,

dissa tisfaction wi th haspi tals teDds to decrease.
~

A relationship was also indicated between the stat_ent "I often

feel overwhelaed or intt.1dated in hospitals" and satisfaotion with
hospi tals.

When surYq respondents were askeel to nte the stat.ent

accorcl1log to how .uch the;y agreed or cI1sagreeel with it, the reaul ts
were as follova:
Agre. .ent vi th the State.ent "lOtte, leel overvhelatd or Inti.fdated
In Hoap! tals "

Valid N - 280
!

I

strong11
Disagree

-
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When a cross-tabulation was run using agreement with the statement,
"I often feel overwhelmed or intimidated in hospitals" as the independent
variable and satisfaction with hospitals as the dependent variable,
the results were as follows:
Relationship Betweea Agreement with the Stateaent. "I Often Feel
OverwhelDled or Intimidated. in Hospitals" and Satisfaction with Hospitals
100%

90

rr,

80

....

70

:....

%

Dissa tisf'action
With Hospitals

,-

60
50
41~

40
30
20
10
0

strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

strongly
Agree

Agreement with the Statement, "I Often Feel Overwhelmed or Intimidated in Hospitals"
Valid N = 181
Significance : .001
Pearson's r = -.262

,

.

-~- -

,-

.
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In the cross-tabulation between agree.ent with the stateaent, "I
often feel overwhelaed or intimidated in hospitals" and satisfaction
with hospitals, Pearson's r was calculated to be -.262.
a nep ti.ve relationship betveen the two variables.

This indicates

As dieagreeaent wi th

the stat_ent, "I often feel overvhelJlec1 or intiaidated in hospitals"
increases, dissatisfaction with hospitals deoreases.

Another attitudes stat_ent that was indicated to be related to
satisraction vith hospitals was the stateaent, "TOo a&n7 people who
work in hospitals forget people are huan."

When lIlIne;, res,oDdents

vere asked to rank this sta teaent accord.inc to bow auch the;, agreed
or diaag:t"eed vi th it, results vere aa rollovs:
Agre. .ent vi th the stat_nt, "Too

Fbret Patients are Huaan"

MaDr

People Who WOrk in -Hospitals

Valid II .. 292

strongly
strongly
Disagree

Agree

25%

25%

So.ewhat
Disagree

-

Somewhat
Agree

J
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When a cross-tabulation vas run using agreeaent with the statement,
"Too Many People Who Work in Hospi tals ForB8t Pa tienta are HUII&Jl" as the
independent variable and satisfaction with hospitals as the dependent
variablE', the results vere as follovs:
Relationship BetveeA Agreement vi th the stat••ent. "Too Mas.y People Who
Work in Hospi tals I'orpt Patients are Huaan" and Satisfaction wi th HoaR! tals

100%
90
/

80

%
Dissa tiafaction
With Hospitals

10
60

50
40

'796
,0
20
10

0

Strongly
Disagree

Somewhat
Disagree

Somevhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agreement with the statement, "Too many people who
work in hospitals forget patients are human"
Valid N = 187
Significance = .000
Pearson's r - -. }44
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In the cross-tabulation between agreement with the stateaent,
"TOo many people who work in hospitals forget patients are human"
and satisfaction with hospitals, Pearson's r was calculated to be

-.344.

This indicates a negative assooiation between the variables.

As dtsagreement with the state•• nt, "Too II&IlY people who work in
•
hospitals torget patients are human" increases, dissatisfaction with
hospitals decreases.
The tinal statement on the survey that was shown to De associated
wi th sa tistactioll wi th hoapi tala vas the sta t_ent, "It' 8 hard to
get a satistactor,r answer when you ask a questioD in a hospital."
4

When surYey respondents were asked. to rate thia stat.ent according
to how much the;, agreed or disagreed. with it, the results were as
follows:
Acre-ent with the stat.ent, "It's H&1'd to Get a S&tistactoq AJ18Wer
When You Ask a Question in a Hospital"
Valid N ,. 295

5:

-

Whe:n a cross-tabulation was run using agreement with the statement,
"It's hard to get a satisfactory answer when you ask a question in a
hospital" as the independent variable and satisfaction with hospitals
as the dependent variable, the results vere as follows:
Relationship Betweea Agreement with the statement. "It's Hard to Get
A Satisfactory Answer When You Ask a Question in a Hospital" and
Satisfaction with Hospitals

100%
90

%
Dissatisfaction
With Hospitals

80

L

70
60

50
40

,

30

r

20

i...

14%
10

0

Strongly
Disagree

-

Somewhat
Disagree

Somewhat
Agree

Strongly
Agree

Agreement with the Statement "It's Hard t Get a
Satisfactory Answer When yoU'Ask a 0,uestiono
-I
...
in a Hospi t; 1
Valid N = 188
Significance = .033
Pearson's r = -.230
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In the cross-tabulation between agreement with the statement,
"i t' s hard to get a satisfactory answer when you ask a':uestion in
a hospi tal" and satisfaction wi th hospitals, Pearson's r was cr-.lcula ted
to be -.230.
variables.

This indicates a negative association between the two
As disagreement with the statement, "It's hard to get

a satisfactory answer when you ask a question in a hospital" increases,
dissatisfaction with hospitals decreases.
ThIs concludes the list of variables that were shown to be
signific:antly related to satisfaction with hospitals.

Remember,

NO BEHAVIORAL OR DFl10GRAPHIC VARIABLES WERE SHOWN TO BE SIGNIFICANT.

In total, the survey produced 10 variables that were indicated to
be associated with hospital satisfaction.

The next question to be

answered. is how strongly each of these variables impact on sa tisfaction.
Rates of impact for the 10 significant variables can be found by
examining the linear regression eluation for each variable.

This is

the equation that describes the line showing the relationship between
the independent variable and the dependent variable.

The basic

relationship can be expressed by the equation:

Yc

=a

+ bX

The Y represents the dependent variable; X is the independent variable.
The a value gives the starting point of the line, the point where the
X value is elual to zero.

The b v-11ue gives the slope of the line.

It is the b value tha t wi 11 be useful in detennini ng the r.::, te

-

of impact of

e;~ch

of the signific:int independent variable!'! on

s2.tisfaction with hospitals.

~e

b vulue (slope) tells us how much
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the Y va.lue "Will increase or decrease "Wi th a eiven increase or decrease
in the X value.

A

positive slope indicates Y will increase "When X

increases and decrease when X decreases.

A negative slope indicates

Y will decrease when X increases and increase when X decreases.
Slope also indicates the strength of the impact of the independent
variable· on the dependent variable.

The higher the absolute value of

the slope (the steeper the line), the more X impacts on Y.

A given

change in an X with a high rate of impact will produce more of a change
in Y than will a change in an X with a low rate of impact.
Foz' the regression lines linking the ten significant independent

variable's with satisfaction with hospitals, the slopes are as
follows:
• Satisfaction with care of family
doctor--Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope ... 385

• Satisfaction with care of doctors in
general -- Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope

• Importance of recommendation by other
physician or hasp! tal staff in selecting
a. doctor -- Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope ... 262

• Importance of "takes time to answer
questions ll in selecting a doctor -Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope ... 192

• Agreement with the statement, "IV faith
in hospitals has gone down in the past
two yearsll- Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope .. -.39J

• Agreement with the state.ent, "I find it
hard to get an appointment with a doctor
when I need one" -- Satisfaction with
hospitals

Slope .. -.179

• Agreement with the statement, "It would
be nice to have an independent consumer
rating service for hospi tals ll -- Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope .. -.174

• Agreement with the statement, III often
feel overwhelmed or intimidated in
hospitals"-- Satisfaction with hospitals

Slope:: -.174

= .362

-

• Agreement with the statement, "Too 1Ia!1y
people who work in hospitals forget
patients are hUllan"- Satisfaction with
hospitals

Slope

= -.280

• Agreement with the statellent, "It's hard
to get a satisfactory answer when you ask
a. question in a hospi tal" - Satisfaction
with hospitals

Slope

:&

-.216

Each of the slopes presented above have been used to calculate
a "rate of impact" for each of the ten significant independent
variables on hospital satisfaction.

In order tha t these illpac ts

may be easily. compared, they have been indezed, with the lowest rate
of impact represented as being 100.

The rates of impact for all the

other independent variables can then be calculated and seen as
proportional increases over this lowest rate of illpact.

FOr example,

if a variable's rate of illpact vas calculated to be 200, then this
variable would be said to have twice the impact of the variable rated
at 100.
The following fomula vas used to calculate the rates of impact
for the ten significant variables:
Absolute value of the slope of the variable in question
X

Absolute value of the lowest of the ten slopes

The rates of impact of each of the ten significant variables,
in order from lowest to highest, are as follows:
•

-

Agreement with the statement,"It would
be nice to have an independent consumer
I~ting service for hospitals"

llipac t - 100

100

•

Agreement wi th the statement, "I find
it hard to get an appointment wi th a
doctor when I need one"

Impact ... 103

•

Importance of "takes time to answer
questions" in selecting a doctor

Impact

•

Agreement with the statement, "It's
hard to .et a satisfactory answer when
you ask a q~estion in a hospital"

Impact ... 124

•

Agreement wi th the statement, "I often
feel overwhelmed. or intimidated in
hospitals"

Impact ... 126

•

Importance of reco. .endation by other
physician or hospital staff in selecting
a. doctor

Impact ...

•

Agreement with the statement, "Too many
people who work in bDepitals forget
patients are hUllall"

Impact>: 161

•

,satisfaction with quality of care given
by doctors in general

Impact ... 208

•

,satisfaction with quality of care given
"by family doctor

Impact ... 221

•

Agreement with the statement, "My faith
ln hospi tals has !One down in the pas t
"two years"

Impact = 224

= 110

151

This concludes the research findings and part two of this three-part
project. In part three, a strategic marketing plan aimed at attracting
consumera

currently dissatisfied with the quality of hoepital care

will be developed.

This plan will be based on the research findings

presented in part two and on some of the basic marketing principles
presented in part one.

-

-

PAHf 'fHREE:

Purpose of part three:

THE S'rRATmIC MARKETING PLAN
To

provide an understanding of strategic

marketing planning by presenting a sample strategic marketing plan
based on the research data and analysis given in part two of this
project.
•

A strategic marketing plan is one that is aimed at specific
targets and used to accomplish a specific objective.

The following

is a one-year marketing pIa? for a hospital that will be referred to
as "Hospi tal X."

!'his plan ..,111 provide examples of the essential

elements that should be included in any organization's marketing
plan.

These elements include:
• A situation analysis briefly discussing the current business
situation

-

• A statement of the marketing objectives
• Problems, characteristics and opportunities involved in carrying
out the marketing plan
• A list of the targets
• Strategies to implement the objectives and reach the targets
• A list of the promotional tools needed to carry out the strategies
• A description of how the effectiveness of the plan will be
monitored and measured

It is hoped that this plan wl11 serve to clarify and illustrate
the explanation of strategic market planning provided in part one
of this project.
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A MARKETING PLAN FOR ATTRACTING AND SATISFYING THE CONSUMER CURRENTLY

..DISSATISF'IED WITH THE QUALITY OF CARE PROVIDED IN HOSPITALS

Situation Analysis
Hospital X is a 6So-bed facUity, and it is the only hospital
in COllllurLi ty X, a Midwestern community with population 75,000-100,000 •

.

In the past few years, Hospital X has grown increasingly vorried
about both its

shakey image in the community and the competition

being prelvided from hospi tals in nearby communi ties.
has long attempted
for its

l~gion

Hospi tal X

to build a reputation as a regional referral center

of the state, so the increasing exposure being given

to other hospitals in the area is viewed with alarm.
Hospital X has decided that steps must be taken to repair its
sliding lmage and counteract attention being given to the competition.

-

A recent survey has indicated that approximately 20 percent of the
consumers in Hospital X's community are dissatisfied vith the quality
of care received in

hospi~als.

Hospital X has decided that attracting

and sati:Jfying these consumers would be an excellent step toward
improving the hospital's image in the community and ultimatel7 in
its region of the state.
The above-mentioned survey

results indicate that dissatisfied

consumerl' tend to feel hospitals are overvhel.a1ng, unfriendly and
uninfo~ltive;

therefore, the marketing plan viII focus on establishing

a helpful, friendly, informative image for Hospital X.
Prcblems and Characteristics
The survey of 309 households in Hospital X's comaunity

i~cates

that coru,umers dissatisfied with hospital care tend to feel hlspitals
have the following problems:

.-.

1.

Hospitals often cause the. (patients) to feel overwhelmed or
i ntillida ted •

2.

Too maD7 people who work in hospitals forget patients are human.

,.

It is hard to get satisfactory answers to questions in
hospitals.

Consumers dissatisfied with the qualit7 of care in hospitals
also tend to have the following characteristics:

--

1•

They tend to be di saa ti s fi eel vi th the
provided by their family doctors.

q uali ty 0 f

2.

They tend. to be dissatisfied wi th the quality of care provided
by doctors in general.

3.

They tend to feel recommendation by another physician or
hospital staff is important in selecting a doctor.

4..

They tend to think that "takes time to answer '1ueStions"
is an important characteristic by which to select a doctor.

5..

Their faith in hospitals has gone down in the past two years.

6..

They tend to think it is difficult to get an appointment
with a doctor when they need one.

7..

They tend to think it would be nice to have an independent
consumer rating service for hospitals.

care

Opportun! Ues
Identification of the above problems and characteristics suggests
some opportunities for Hospital X.

--

Among them are opportunities to:

1..

Target dissatisfied consumers and direct programs and promotion to appeal to them

2..

Cultivate an image as a caring, friendly hospital

3..

Establish informational programs of interest to consumers

4..

Work with hospital physicians and employees to improve their
ability to communicate with patients

5..

Improve the atti tude and morale of hospi tal ellployees

6.

Increase the level of patient and co. .un1ty satisfaction with
Hospital X, with a view toward repeat business and word-of-.outh
publicity

7.

Use follow-up questionnaires to determine the satisfaction
levels and suggestions of patients after being released
from Hospital X

Marketing ObJectiv!s fOr Hospital X
The overall marketing objective of this plan is "to increase the
percent.'Lge of patients satisfied with the 1uality of care at Hospital X
by at least seven percent wIthin the next 12 months and to carry out
programs designed to support efforts to satisfy the currently
dissatisfied consumers.'rhe primary marketing objectives that have been established in
support of the overall objective are as follows:

.-

1.

To develop a pI'ODlotional program explaining the services and

facilities of Hospital X that would be important to
targets
2.

To develop a communications program wi thin the hospi tal
designed to improve personnel communication skills with
patients

3.

To develop new contacts with outside groups that may use
hospital facilities and may contain consumers with a negative
view of the quality of hospital care

Subobjeotives of the three primary marketing objectives, with
suggested deadlines, are as follows:
Objective 1:

-

Develop promotional programs
1-A

Survey promotional programs at fIve other hospitals.
(Deadline: Feb. 15)*

1-B

Identify features, benefits of Hospital X that would
be of special interest to dissatisfied consumers.
(Deadline: Feb. 25)

* It is assumed that this plan is a one-year plan based on a calendar
year beginning January 1.

('(\.

1-C

Develop promotional tools and programs to reach
the target markets. (Deadline: April 1)

1-D Distribute pro.otional tools and infoDBational
prograaa to reach targets. (Deadline:

Objective 2:

May 1 5)

1-E

Mom tor acceptance among targets of infOrlla tion
and promotion prograaa. (Deadline: Nov. 15)

l-F

Determine changes to be made in program. (Deadline:
'Dec. 15)

Develop an in-house communications program to improve
personnel communication skills with patients.
2-A

Determine staff members, physiCians, and other
members who must be reached. (Deadline: Jan. 15)

2-B

Determine schedule of programs or devices to reach
in-hospital targets. (Deadline: Feb. 1)

2-C

Implement program for physicians. (Deadline:
March 1)

2-D

IMplement program for employees. (Deadline:
March 15)

2-E

Implement program for volunteers, other members.
(Deadline: April 15)

,-

2-F Monitor acceptance of in-house targets. (Deadline:
Nov. 15)
2-G

Objective 3:

-

Determine changes to be made in progTall8 to reach
targets. (Deadline: Dec. 15)

Develop at least 10 contacts or agreements with outside
groups that might use hospi tal facilities and might
contain consumers with negative views of hospital care.
'!bese contacts would be in the nature of informational
and promotion disseminating contacts. (Example: Groups
could agree to have a speaker from the hospital at some
meetings.)

3-A

Identify groups which would be likely targets for
such a program. ~ples would be church or civic
groups, large clubs, trade unions and so on.
( Deadli ne : March 15 )

}-B

Research and survey groups that have been selected.
(Deadline: May 25)

Deatp a Pl"Ogrq to
.
these croUAl (
dissellina te 1.nt:
• DeacU1.ne: Jun. 15) oraaUon to
apI_en t a Pro
1If1 th targeted grq or vi at tat.Lons alld
groupe. (Deadline. Jul Promotions
M
•
T 15)
oni tor accepta,n
Oct. 15)
ce of visitation Pl"Ograa.
(Deadline:
5-F • Detel"lll1.ne future of proJlOt!onal
groups. (Deadline: Nov. 15)
plans with local
Marketip« 'nlrgets of Hospi tal X

Primary targets for this plan:
1.

2.

Patients and potential patients currently dissatisried with
the quality of care received in hospitals
Hospital X PhySiCians (all staff Physicians includin~ medic 1
consul tants)
,
.~
a
Employees and volunteers at Hospital X (full-time and part-time
personnel)

-

4.

ColllllUlli. ty groups including neighborhood and ChL1rCh groupe,
trade unions, clubs and so on

Parallel wi th the development of this in! tial one-year osariceting
plan, the public relations department at Hospital X will keep local
media informed about activities and programs related to the plan.
In other words, the media will be secondar,y targets.
Marketing Strategies for Hospital X
Three basic marketing strategies will be used in the marketing
plan:

1.

Market Penetration: Through various prograDlS aimed at hospital
personnel, dissatisfied consumers and communi ty organizations,
the hospital will attempt to satisfy more consumers.

2.

Market DeYelopaent: The marketing plan will help find new
pools of patients, perhaps among consuaers who have been
dissatisfied at other hospitals.

3.

Product or Service Development: NeW' or improved services
viII be provided to present markets.

-

Strateq Develop!ent bl Tarpts: (Key to o'Yerall u.rketing strategies:

* market

penetration;

**

aarket develoillent; *** product or service

de'Yelopment).
Tarpt ,:

Pa tients and potential patients currently dis8& tisfied wi th

the quail ty of bospi tal care

*

A.

Mai), questionnaire to every 20th hospital patient.
Questionnaire will center on the patient's
satisfaction-dissatisfaction with Hospital X, reasons
for satisfaction-dissatisfaction, comments, suggestions
for improvement, and so on. (Responsibility of marketing
director)

**

B.

Mail brochures discussing hospital informational services
to residents of three nearby census tracts. (marketing
and public relations directors)

*

C.

Interviey patients at random on continuing basis in
all departments of the hospital. (marketing director)

***

D.

Employ a psychologist or someone from another profession
skilled in dealing with the emotional well-being of
patients to move around among the patients to reassure
and/or counsel them. Eventually, one psychologist
should be hired for each aajor division of the hospital.
(personnel director)

E.

Initiate pre-admission instruction sessions for incoming
patients, allOYing time for a question and ansyer
session. (marketing director, administrator)

***

* G.

-

Develop a patient inquiry line stafred by a registered
nurse. 1'he RN would respond to callers who asked about
medical problems and would refer them to appropriate
specialists on the hospital staff. FOllow-up literature
would then be sent to the caller. (marketing director,
administrator)
Encourage incomlna patients to brina special personal
ite.s with them to make thea feel more comfortable
during the hospi tal stay. This opportun! ty could be
publicized to patients through the use of a brief section
in the patient brochures, through the use of the
pre-admission instruction sessions, through con'Yersations
wi th the admi t tincg physician or hospital staff, and SO on.
(marketing director)

**

H.

Use radio co. .erclals and newspaper advertisements to
appeal to dissatisfied consumers. Concentrate on how
Hospital X is informative, friend17 and so on.
In so•• co_erclals, prollOte, the new inf01'!l&tional
serTices such as the patients inquiry line and the
pre-adaission instruction sessions.
Another series of commercials should focus on
HOspital Xes willingness to hear consumer feedback and
to provide satisfaction to consUlt.rs who have probleas.
Research has shown that it is beneficial for organ! za tions
to ~desiBD communications campaigns incorporating the
theme that people from all sesments of the public can
encounter marketplace problems, and can frequently be
given satisfactory solutiOns if they express their
problems. 1 (marketing and public relations directors)

***

I.

Develop a "Speakers' Bureau. If This bureau will be
further described in target llarket #4: COllDluni ty
Groups. (marketing and public relations directors)

Target 2:

Hospi tal physicians

*

-

-

A.

Hold informational meetings for various sections of the
medical staff. Encourage the phTsicians at these aeetiDBS
to tell patients about informational services available
to them. (chief of staff, marketing director)

* B.

Hand deliver brochures detailing hospital informational
services to all physiCians on staff. (marketing and public
relations directors)
-

***

C.

... D.

Distribute survey to all physicians asking for their
input on how to best deal with a patient's emotional
well-being and satisfaction. (marketing and public
relations directors)
Consider ideas provided by survey and act on those that
seem appropriate. (marketing director)

*

E.

Begin program of mailing acknowledgemnt letters and
copies of comments to physicians receiving favorable
comments from patients on post-dis.issal surveys.
(marketing and public relations directors)

**

F.

Orient new physicians regarding special informational
services of Hospi tal X and procedures used to make
patients more satisfied. (marketing and public relations)

1. William O. Bearden and Jesse E. Teel, "An InTestigation of
Personal Influences on Consuaer Complaining," Journal of Retailing,
Fall 1980, pp. 19-20.

-

Target 3:

Eaployees and Volunteers
• A.

Distribute brochure on hospi tal inforational services
as part of payroll envelope. (public relations director)

*

Devote a special issue of the hospital's employee
newsletter to reviewing special informational services
of the hospital and the efforts being made to make
patients more satisfied. (public relations director)

* c.

DiSltribute brochure on informational services at annual
auxiliary meeting. (director of volunteers, marketing
and public relations directors)

*

D.

Visit employee department meetings to discuss the role
employees play in making patients satisfied. Exchange
ideas and information. (marketing and public relations
directors, department heads)

***

E.

Select and prepare hospi tal personnel to be aellbers of
the Speakers' Bureau. (marketing and public relations
directors)

*

F.

Bolster eaployee morale by printing favorable oomments
received fro. patients regarding hospital staff care.
These co. .ents could be printed (with patient permission)
in the hospital's employee newsletter. (public relations
director)

Target 4:

***

-

B.

COlllllluni ty

A.

Groups

Develop a Speakers' Bureau in which personnel fro.
Hospital X would be available to speak to local groups
on health-related topics of interest to them. The
group would specify which topic they want to be presented.
(marketing and public relations directors)

** B.

Visi t meetings of targeted community groups to get their
input on which topics would be of interest to them.
(marketing director)

**

C.

Develop promotional -brochure containing a list of topics
and speakers for the Speakers' Bureau. Mail brochure
presidents of targeted organizations. (marketing and
public relations directors)

**

D.

Have speakers distribute brochure on hospital informational
services to membership of organization at which the
speaker is appearing. (marketing director)

**

E.

Do telephone follow-up survey of organizations haYing
a speaker to gather opinions, ideas. evaluations.
(marketing director)

-

ProllOtional Tools Used in Marketing Plan
The following prolDOtional tools are needed to help oar17 out this
lII&:rketing plan to the selected targets in the next 12 aontluu
l~rochure

1•

on hospi tal infoI'lla tional services (includi11B
1;he patient inquiry line, pre-admission instruction sessions,
aVailability of staff psychologists for counseling, brief
description of Speakers' Bureau)

2.

Speakers' Bureau brochure

3.

Advertisements for radio and newspapers

4.

Questionnaire for patients

5.

Questionnaire for physicians

6.

Cover letters for accompanying tools, mailings

Monitoring the Marketing Plan
The subjobjectives of the three primary objectives need to be

-

carefully monitored so any necessary corrective action can be taken
in successive years of the plan.

By October 15 of the first year,

the progress of developing contacts with community groups will be
established.

By

~vember

, 5. the acceptance of promotional programs

and the a.cceptance of in-house cOlJlDlunica tioM programs will be
determined.
Here is how the effectiveness of the initial marketing plan
for satisfying currently dissatisfied consumers will be monitoreda
Objective 1:

-

Develop prolllOtional procrams

•

Seek feedback froa administrators, supervisors, physicians,
volunteers, patients and others as to the effectiveness of
co_unica tiona.

•

Study rtuestionnaires completed and returned by patients.

•

Check for increase/decrease in the percentage of dissatisfied
patients in the three nearby census tracts.

•

(~eck for increaae/decreaae in the percentaBe of dissatisfied

•

E:Yaluate results aDd suggestions of the informal interviews
conducted with patients.

patients overall.

• Interview staff psychologist(s) who have been communicating
with patients to see how they feel the patients regard the
hospital.

•

Compare characteristics/benefits of Hospital X as envisioned
by the marketing department with the actual characteristics/
benefits mentioned by patients who have indicated they are
dissatisfied. ,
Check monthly hosp1tal statistics for use of various hospital
informational services; compare with statistics from previous
months to detect trends.

Objective 2:
•

Assess the attitude and moreale of hospital staff to determine
what effect the marketing program has had on job performance
and outlook.

•

Review comments received through programs for hospital staff
to determine which points were implemented or resolved.

•

Assess patient questionnaires to determine their feelings on
staff attitude, morale, ~uality of care.

•

Determine usage of Hospital X this year by hospi tal staff
members; compare with previous years.

Objective 3:

-

Develop in-house cOlIIIDunications program to improve
personnel communications skills with patients.

Develop 10 agreements with community groups

•

Determine number of groups that have agreed to hear a speaker
from Hospital X this year.

•

Assess results of informal telephone interviews with group
members held after speaker appeared.

•

Review reasons given for not having a speaker

•

Review any comments received regarding Hospital X characteristics/
benefits fro. target groups.

On the basis of the above IIOni toring techniques, the marketing
department at Hospital X will take corrective action either to adjust
the plan during the first year or to take new actions in successive years.
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"!'he

~trategic

markp.ting plan given in the previous pages is based

b.rgely on the resedorch findings that "ere presented in part

~~bree.

These research findings indicated that consumers dissatisfied with
hospitals tend to feel hospitals are overwhelming, that hospital
personnel do not treat patients as human beings, and that i t is
difficult to get answers to luestions in hospitals.

These consumers

also value recommendations by other physicians or hospital staff;
they like ii'hysicians who i:akEt time to answer questions, and they
find it difficult to get an appointment with a

doc~r

when they need

one.
The

m~rketing

plan is aimed at overcoming these problems.

Emphasis is placed on making Hospital X a friendly, informative
hospital.

Through the patient in1uiry line (a new program), consumers

can get recommendations and answers to

~uestions.

The pre-admission

instruction sessions also provide answers to questions.

The

availability of staff psychologists encourages patients to share
their

pro~llems,

human

beiI~s.

and lets them know the hospital cares about them as
The Speakers' Bureau also provides information and

recommend:Ltions, as "ell as serving as a community outreach program.
Physicians and hospital personnel are important parts of this
program.

Efforts are made to make the physicians more accessible

and more ·... illing to take proper time to answer questions.

Hospital

staff dore encouraged to be more friendly and informative and to
encourage consumer feedback.
The marketing plan makes no effort to define the target market of

-

-:iiSSd.tisfied
1')-,'-<. t

Gons~ers

is t<:>cc1:..:se

t:-.es'~

!';3i~

ber.. l.vioral or

,,;r-:.e:.r'C.. cteristics

:j~.1lQographic

chari.lcteristics.

were not 3hown to be 3ignificd:tly

-

This concludes the three-part project on the subject of hospi tal
marketing..

It is hoped tha. t the project has provided an understanding

of marketing as it exists in hosp! tals today -

what it is, why it is

being used, how to use it and how to evaluate 1 t.
The topic is one that is likely to sain more visibility in the next
few years, because.hospitals are realizing the need for JlaIiteting.

As

one article on the subject of hospital marketing stated, "TOday a
hospital does not ensure itself a success by simply being available to

-

the publi.c • • • the key to a successful insti tution may
an effective marketing program."

2

rest wi th

This means that the ellerging

field of hospital marketing is likely to keep growing and will
become ml)re and more a part of our nation's system of health care in the
years to come.
2. '''arren C. Falberg and Shirley Bonnem, "Good Marketing Helps
a Hospital Grow," Hospitals, J.A.H.A., June 1911, p. 1.

-
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